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Editorial
Hello again, and welcome to the Spring edition of the Herts HPS Newsletter.
February isn’t renowned for its bikini temperatures, so if you’re finding it dreich out
there with a wind that fair clatters your kneecaps, make yourself a large mug of
hot chocolate, settle down and read on. We have plenty of inspiration for planting
with colour and scent in mind, and a paean to early spring to lift the spirits.
I’d like to start by thanking Alison and Ed King, who have so kindly volunteered to
join the Committee as Speaker Booker and Publicity respectively. On behalf of all
of us, it’s great to have you aboard.
I’m sorry to say that there is no Coach Trip scheduled for this summer, which
leaves quite a gap in our Summer Programme. We are, of course, still looking for
someone to take on the role of Coach Trip Organiser. There is plenty of support
on offer for anyone willing to give it a try; if you’ve enjoyed going on Herts HPS
trips in the past, how about giving it a whirl? See p.4 for more details.
We are very lucky to have two erudite galanthophiles in our midst in the Herts
Group. David and Anke Way were keen penstemon collectors and breeders until
quite recently but after downsizing to a smaller garden, their interest in snowdrops
took centre stage. David’s fascinating article on page 7 describes how he and
Anke discovered a new, super-sized strain of snowdrop in a neglected plot.
Jacqueline Turner opened her garden to Herts HPS members last June and has
written a short account of her experience (p.16). If you’re inspired by Jacqueline’s
example, please get in touch. We are not looking for ‘show gardens’; members
are simply interested to see what other gardeners are doing and these occasions
are always jolly, chatty social events. I’m looking forward to visiting the two quite
different gardens opening for Herts Group members this summer (see p.21 & 22).
Marion Jay
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Grand Plant Sale
The Plant Sale will be held on Saturday, 30th May at the Homewood
Road United Reformed Church Hall, St Albans, from 10am - 12 noon.
Pricing and sorting of plants will take place at the Homewood Road Church Hall
on the evening before the sale, Friday 29th May, from 6 - 9pm. If you have
plants you’d like to donate but cannot bring them on the Friday evening, we would
be happy to receive them from 9am on the morning of the sale.
This sale is the primary source of the Herts HPS Group’s income, and it makes all
the difference if we have a good display when we open the doors on the Saturday
morning. Please ensure donated plants are clearly labelled, if possible with
details such as size, flower colour and cultivation info as well as the plant name.
Bear in mind that plants in flower always sell quickly, at higher prices, and bring
the ‘wow’ factor to the sale.
Any members willing to help, either on the Friday evening or at the sale itself,
should contact Beryl Davis (details inside back page). All assistance is greatly
appreciated.
See listing in Events Programme on p.18.

Seedling Swap
David and Jane Singleton will host the annual Seedling Swap on
Saturday 18th April, from 10am - 12 noon.
Address: Willowdale, 6 East Mount, Wheathampstead, AL4 8JB.
Bring along any spare seedlings you have, in trays or pots, and exchange them
for something you haven’t tried growing before. There are always too many to go
round, so even if you haven’t got anything to bring, come along anyway and take
home a new addition or two for your garden. The Seedling Swap is one of the
benefits of belonging to your local HPS Group, and it’s always enjoyable to get
together with fellow gardeners and have a chat, cup of tea and slice of cake.
See listing in Events Programme on p.18.

Members Update
A big welcome to new members Jan Allen, David and Hazel Deacon, Mary Ann
Reed, Bryan and Sue Stutter, and Sue Winton.
Some of you will remember June Law, who sadly passed away last September.
June was a founder member of the Middlesex HPS Group, and Treasurer of the
Herts Group for several years. She had not attended our meetings for some time
due to illness.
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Can You Help?
As I mentioned in my editorial, the Committee is on the look-out for a volunteer to
take the essential post of Coach Trip Organiser. This involves arranging the
summer coach trip and coordinating Member’s Open Garden events.
As organiser, you can choose which gardens to visit; if you’re short of ideas, the
committee have plenty of suggestions. We will provide information and help to
get you started, and I know that members would be very pleased to see the
popular annual outing reinstated in 2016 after a fallow year. An enquiry doesn’t
mean you are obliged to commit, so do please get in touch if you are interested
and would like to find out more.
Marion Jay
After 8 years as Herts HPS Conservation Scheme Co-ordinator, I have
decided to step aside and let someone else enjoy the role. It has been a great
opportunity to meet members of both the Herts group and other co-ordinators
round the country, and have the opportunity to handle some very rare plants.
The role includes keeping a record of all the plants that the Herts growers have;
sending out update forms for some of them once a year; collecting together all the
young plants and taking them to the annual exchange meeting; and bringing back
some new plants to pass on to Herts growers.
Would any of you like to take my place? I am willing to help you as much as I
can. I had no knowledge of conservation when I started in the role, so you are all
starting with more knowledge than me! It’s a really interesting job; you don’t
have to attend the committee meetings and you’d be part of a great team.
Diana Garner
If you would be interested in either of these roles, call Heather Osborne on 01727
856354 or go to ‘Contact Us’ on the website: www.hertshps.com.

Newsletter Contributions
Is there a particular genus which floats your boat? Mad about autumn-flowering
bulbs, peonies or perhaps carnivorous plants? Are you a botanist who can
explain the ins and outs of phototropism or phytotoxins? Maybe you have recently
visited a nursery or public garden which you feel deserves a mention. Are you
keen on a particular period in horticultural history, or a specific style of garden?
Or did you get into gardening because of a noteworthy experience in your life?
Why not write a short piece about it for the Herts HPS Newsletter?
Articles are proof-read for accuracy and any photographs faithfully reproduced.
Anything from 400 to 1500 words is fine. All contributions are welcome. My email
address is on the inside back page - do get in touch.
Marion Jay
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Front Cover Plant Profile
Front cover: Hamamelis x intermedia ‘Jelena’
Photograph: Bill Hodgson
Witch hazels are one of the most fascinating shrubs in the winter border. Their
extraordinary, crinkly, lemon-zest textured flowers backlit by winter sun are a
garden photographer’s dream, and their scent can be overwhelming on a warm
day. Witch hazel twigs are the favourite choice of water-diviners.
Hamamelis x intermedia ‘Jelena’ (AGM) is a selected cultivar of the hybrid
between H. japonica and H. mollis. It was bred by Robert de Belder, a Belgian
botanist working at Arboretum Kalmthout, where hundreds of H. japonica var.
flavopurpurescens had previously been planted by Antoine Kort. A Slovenian
student working at the arboretum, Jelena Kovacic, took cuttings from some
neglected witch hazel hybrids found in the nursery and though de Belder was
quite sceptical, he promised to name the best plant after her if the cuttings took.
A romance flourished and they were married a couple of months later. Returning
from their honeymoon in January 1955, they found the original witch hazels were
flowering, and some of the cuttings had rooted. The best was named ‘Jelena’, as
promised, and is still considered one of the finest H. x intermedia cultivars.
The flowers of H. ‘Jelena’, produced from January to March, are a strong, coppery
orange with purple-stained calyces; from a distance it looks as though small dark
flames are emanating from the entire length of the branches. The flowers have a
crisp, spicy scent which is at its strongest, as with so many winter-flowering
shrubs, on bright days when the flowers can warm up a little. In autumn, its large,
ovate leaves turn to vibrant shades of orange and red.
H. ‘Jelena’ is a slow-growing shrub with an open, vase-shaped habit, the ideal
shape for underplanting with spring-flowering bulbs. It will eventually reach a
height and spread of 4 metres (13ft). However, it may be grown successfully in a
large pot, provided it doesn’t go short of water in summer (Dan Pearson grew a
potted one in his garden in Peckham for several years).
Other cultivars which provide equally good autumn leaf colour include Hamamelis
x intermedia ‘Vesna’ (AGM), with flowers of rich golden yellow; H. ‘Orange Peel’,
vivid orange, marmalade-scented flowers; and H. ‘Diane’ (AGM), rich red flowers
and a spreading habit. For really sharp acid-lemon coloured flowers, go for the
recently-introduced H. ‘Angelly’ (AGM).
Hamamelis prefer acid/neutral soil, but will tolerate alkaline soil if given moisture
and plenty of humus. Dappled sunshine is ideal, but they flower well in sun
provided there is sufficient moisture in summer so it’s worth mulching to keep the
roots damp and cool. Although fully hardy, water logging is death to witch hazels
so, despite their need for moist soil in warm weather, good drainage is essential.
Marion Jay
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In Praise of…Mathiasella bupleuroides
Looking rather like Helleborus foetidus on steroids, Mathiasella bupleuroides
created quite a stir when we featured it on the Herts HPS stand at Chelsea 2007,
courtesy of Bob Brown. Everybody
wanted it. Now it’s accessible to all as
it’s almost reached the ‘widely available’
rating in the RHS PlantFinder, although
I’ve yet to see it in a garden centre.
Perennial it is, herbaceous perennial it is
not - treat it as such and you will never
see a flower as it flowers in spring on
shoots made the previous year. In a cold
or snowy winter the stems may get
defoliated but, as the weather warms,
the stems resume growth and soon
produce terminal umbels of green, semipendant bell-like flowers that last for
weeks and eventually turn a pinkish hue. They will last until the autumn but I
think it’s better in mid-summer to cut the flowered stems to the ground or to a
point at which a new shoot is developing. New shoots will also be appearing from
the base as in the manner of shrubby
Euphorbias.
I recall Bob Brown saying he’d never
seen seeds of the plant and as it’s not
listed by Chiltern Seeds I think it’s safe
to say that seeds are not available. In
the trade it’s propagated by tissue
culture but for us mere mortals root
cuttings are the best option (at least that
method worked for me).
Mathiasella is thought to be a singlespecies genus which makes one wonder
about the parentage of the cultivar
‘Green Dream’ by which name this plant
is commonly sold. What could have been crossed with what? I suspect this is an
expedient to avoid the use in commerce of the full botanical name. Mathiasella
‘Green Dream’ does fall somewhat easier off the tongue, I suppose.
Green dream or not, the plant for me has become one of the highlights of the
spring border flowering at a time when the bulbs have gone over and the summer
display yet to begin. It reigned supreme in April and May in our borders this year.
Text and Photographs: Roger Trigg
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The Rector and His Giant Snowdrop
Mention the word Vicarage or Rectory in the presence of a galanthophile and
immediately attention stiffens. This story describes the excitement of
accidental discovery, attempts to determine origins, efforts to preserve and
introduce a new cultivar to cultivation, and finally implant it in the minds and
care of the community as a local heritage.
My wife Anke and I started to become increasingly interested in snowdrops in
2000, something new for a new millennium. Because we had noticed one or
two naturalised colonies of G.nivalis in our village we started a project to
explore the parish to discover how many such colonies there might be and the
kind of habitats they enjoyed.
Two sites were obvious alongside the principal road through the village but
they occupied habitats of startling contrast. One by the old water mill existed
in a narrow strip of Alder woodland at the edge of the mill pond where the soil
water level was permanently very close to the soil surface; the site was so wet
it was unsafe to walk in the wood. The other was high on a cliff face formed
where the road cut through the south facing scarp of the Greensand Ridge to
descend to the Low Weald below, exposing massive blocks of the local rock,
Kentish Rag. This colony, perched high on the vertical cliff face, is also
shaded by overhanging trees making it an extremely dry location.
This was a good start, what else would we find? Long term residents
suggested a few other sites to explore, including a neglected area of private
land once belonging to the Rectory. Our former village rectory nestled in the
shelter of the south facing lee of the Greensand Ridge, the ideal site for a
garden. This had been the rectory site for many generations of Rectors, one
of whom, recognising its favourable microclimate, had developed its garden
potential by building, across the road from the house which lay within its own
ornamental grounds, a walled garden for fruit and vegetables.
The neglected field lay behind the walled garden, sold off in the early fifties as
a plot for a private home. We introduced ourselves to the current owner,
whose interests were clearly equestrian rather than horticultural, and
explained our mission. ”Snowdrops, here? We are not sure, but you are
welcome to go and look”. Look we did, and after finding an ancient oak door
in the garden wall, squeezed through to see a sight we had never anticipated.
Here indeed was another naturalised colony but it contained two intermingled
species. One was G. nivalis, but towering above it was another giant form of
snowdrop. What had we come across? Permission was granted to lift some
bulbs for study in our own garden. Close examination showed it to be a form
of G. elwesii. At maturity its broad arching leaves became an ornamental
feature in their own right, and at up to 0.5m long exceeded the published
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maximum for the species. The flowers
were not proportionally larger than
average but as they were held on stout
scapes above foliage height at
flowering, provided an excellent
display. Not surprisingly, the bulbs
were also very large and multiplied
readily.

How could this notable plant have
formed a naturalised colony in such an
unusual location, was the question we
kept asking ourselves. Before that
When the temperature rises, the outer
could be answered another question
segments open horizontally to reveal the had to be posed: which Rector was
two inner marks
most horticulturally minded? The bare
south facing garden wall contained an
unexpected clue. Unobtrusively chisel-cut into the brickwork at spaced
intervals, were five cultivar names. Not the names of snowdrops, but the
names of peaches, arranged in sequence of ripening, from early to late. Only
someone keen on gardening would have implemented such a plan.
The peaches were cultivars introduced in the late Victorian era, mostly from
America. At this time the incumbency was held for over a quarter of a century
by The Reverend John Hall. He had help
to run a large garden, for within the
Rectory grounds is a gardener’s cottage.
Like many clergymen of this period he
probably had a strong interest in plants.
Soon after the start of his incumbency,
Henry Elwes of Colesbourne arranged in
1874 the first commercial import of the
newly discovered Turkish species of
Galanthus , named elwesii a year later to
commemorate its finder. They would, of
course, have come from the wild. This
triggered an annual trade in wild-collected
bulbs. This species is notably variable
Transplanted to our garden this clone
and it seems credible that the Rector’s
multiplied rapidly. In recognition of its
Giant Snowdrop is a ‘relic’ of these early
large but attractive leaves, which can
imports.
reach 50cm in length and arch over
But how did this ‘relic’ become a
naturalised colony in such an unusual
position? Sadly, no snowdrops grow in

gracefully, we named it ‘Hunton Giant’.
Despite the size of the leaves, they do
not hide the flowers, which are of
average size.
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In remembrance of Hunton’s Victorian
Rector, G. elwesii ‘Hunton Giant’ has
been established among the sheets of
the common snowdrop which probably
already prospered in Hunton
churchyard during his incumbency.
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today’s rectory garden. Sold off over
sixty years ago, successive private
owners have converted its former
structure to frequently mown all-over
grass, sure death to any snowdrop.
However, every sizable garden needs
a ‘service area’; where better to tip
garden rubbish out of sight than
behind the garden wall? The
mounded area close to the door in the
wall gave the appearance of being a
long term dumping site; countless
Victorian barrow loads of garden
rubbish were probably emptied here
decade after decade, and not every
plant in every wheelbarrow would
have been a weed!

As stocks increased in our own
garden we not only started to distribute the giant variety to snowdrop
gardeners, but reintroduced it to the local village community as a heritage
plant of local significance. We achieved this by adding it to the already longestablished areas of G. nivalis and G. nivalis ‘Flore Pleno’ in the churchyard of
our parish church, St Mary’s, Hunton. Here the Reverend John Hall would
have would have walked thousands of times during the course of his long
incumbency, and it is also where he is buried. In recognition of its foliage size
and quality we named it ‘Hunton Giant’.

!

!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Text!and(Photographs(0!David!and!Anke!Way!

Snowdrop Openings
Gardens open in Hertfordshire for snowdrop displays include Old Church
Cottage, Chapel Lane, Long Marston, Tring, HP23 4QT and Benington
Lordship in the village of Benington, SG2 7BS, just east of Stevenage.
Old Church Cottage is opening for the NGS on 14th and 15th February, 11-3pm.
It is a 400-year old, listed, thatched cottage, adjacent to a Norman tower and
moat. The garden is laid out with a number of raised beds, home to alpines,
small shrubs and many species and varieties of snowdrops along with Cyclamen
coum and crocuses. Entry is £5, which includes mulled wine and muffins!
Benington Lordship is open daily from 7th February-1st March, 12-4pm. Huge
drifts of snowdrops cover the grounds of the house and Norman castle.
Snowdrops and hellebores for sale. Entry £5, Concessions £4 (not on Sundays).
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Spring Awakening
"I think that no matter how old or infirm I may become, I will always plant a large
garden in the spring. Who can resist the feelings of hope and joy that one gets
from participating in nature's rebirth?” - Edward Giobbi
In summer it always surprises me when I look at photographs of the garden in
winter, how dramatically the scene changes through the seasons. As someone
prone to Seasonal Affective Disorder in winter, I find the short, often gloomy days
interminable and whenever weather permits I will get out in the garden and do
something - anything - to rekindle some enthusiasm for life. Coping strategies
such as taking regular walks and using my light-box can help, although the lightbox gives the impression an alien spaceship has landed in my livingroom. What
really makes a difference is getting out into the garden to potter, peruse and plan.
Even when all seems rotten and sodden out there, there are always tiny signs of
rebirth such as the nascent purple globes of hellebore flowers, the glaucous tips
of snowdrop spears and the tactile furry buds of Magnolia stellata.
“Awake, thou wintry earth Fling off thy sadness!
Fair vernal flowers, laugh forth
Your ancient gladness!”
- Thomas Blackburn, "An Easter Hymn”
By early February, my garden has erupted into colour at ground level everywhere.
Promiscuous hellebores in shades of ruby red, slate purple, green, pink and white
adorn the terrace walls and borders, surrounded by swathes of snowdrops and
plucky little primroses. Then magical, sun-welcoming mauve drifts of Crocus
tommasinianus. As Lilja Rogers wrote:
“First a howling blizzard woke us,
Then the rain came down to soak us,
And now before the eye can focus —
Crocus!”
The weather is a capricious master at this time of the year and usually promises
more than it delivers. Sunshine can be blessedly warm on a bright February day
but the wind still turns my nose to ice. In March, I have to be prepared to down
tools at a moment’s notice if a squall blows up but a cup of tea later and it’s all
smiles again. Mark Twain rather overstated this fluctuation:
“In the spring I have counted one hundred and thirty-six different kinds of weather
inside of four and twenty hours.”
As all gardeners know, there is a scent from the earth in spring which is unlike
that of any other time of the year. A sweet, damp, fresh fragrance, alive and full of
fertility. It makes stooping to weed a real pleasure, despite the stiffness in my
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back. Getting into close contact with the soil is what gardening is all about. It’s a
chance to really examine what is happening at close quarters, see the barely
visible new leaves emerging from herbaceous crowns, notice tiny self-seeded
plantlets, and spot the white flowers of bittercress cheekily taking advantage of a
warm spell to get ahead of the crowd.
"Listen, can you hear it? Spring's sweet cantata. The strains of grass pushing
through the snow. The song of buds swelling on the vine.
The tender timpani of a baby robin's heart. Spring!”
- Diane Frolov/Andrew Schneider, ‘Northern Exposure’
Spring has such an intense dynamic that even my best efforts in the garden are
patently inadequate. I cannot keep up with the sheer ebullience of growth; I have
barely cleared the winter debris from one area before I spot another expanse of
border desperate for liberation. Seed-sowing, pre-staking perennials, mulching,
trimming deciduous grasses, tying in rampant clematis and keeping on top of the
weeding leaves me wishing I had a mini-me to help out.
“Spring makes its own statement, so loud and clear that
the gardener seems to be only one of the instruments, not the composer.”
- Geoffrey B. Charlesworth
Through the vernal equinox, and March passes into April. A chuntering engine of
amorous croaks from the ponds can be heard through my bedroom window at
night. The dawn chorus is deafening and joyful birdsong accompanies my hours
amidst the fresh foliage and dainty flowers of pulmonaria and anemones. The
long dark nights are forgotten and we are already racing towards the summer
solstice. Busy, busy, busy.
“In golden April weather,
In sun and wind and rain,
Let us fare forth and follow
Beneath the spring's first swallow
By budding break and heather
To the good brown soil again!”
- Frederick Frye Rockwell, “Invitation"
The impetus to ‘get everything done’ in spring is so strong that in years gone by I
rarely sat and contemplated the garden once the season had begun. Nowadays,
I appreciate the importance of taking time to sit and look and breathe, spy on the
tail-rippling courtship of flirtatious newts and observe the birds as they persuade
their tremble-winged young towards the bird feeders. All around me, it’s as
though nature has put on its best green silk dress and is ready for the ball. As the
late Robin Williams put it:
“Spring is nature’s way of saying, ‘Let’s party!’”
Marion Jay
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A Visit to Hertfordshire Hellebores
Walking into Lorna Jones’s nursery in Levens Green in February is like entering a
horticultural Aladdin’s cave. Flowers of red, pink, purple, white and primrose
yellow, some spectacularly spotted, some multi-petalled like waterlilies, others
demurely pendulous or gregariously flamboyant, fill every space. Hellebores truly
gladden the heart in early spring as they unfurl their satiny buds and bring muchneeded colour to the garden. They can ignite obsession, too, as Lorna would be
the first to admit. Her own interest in hellebores began some 20 years ago when
she was given a Hellebore foetidus plant from her sister’s garden. Reading ‘The
Gardener’s Guide to Hellebores’ by Elizabeth Strangman and Graham Rice, her
enthusiasm grew and she regularly visited Strangman at Washfield Nurseries in
Kent (now closed) to find the best plants. Disappointment with over-hyped
commercial varieties led her to start breeding them herself.
Lorna’s plants are largely bred from H. hybridus (formerly H. orientalis), though
she also uses smaller flowered H. torquatus types too. All her plants are raised
from seed so each is unique, with its own individual character. She makes
around 1,000 plants to sell each year (priced from £9 - £15), and keeps those with
the most interesting potential as stock plants for future hybridising.
Stock plants may be chosen for their flower shape (rounded or pointed petals,
doubles, anemone or pendulous), colour, petal lining, veining or spotting, size and
plant habit. In particular, Lorna chooses plants with exceptional vigour, and this
has paid dividends over the years as her current crop of plants patently
demonstrates. Her personal preference is for hellebores with traditional nodding
heads which invite us to lift the flowers gently to look inside, though she can
appreciate the attractions of outward facing flowers. Breeding for upward-facing
flowers is to be avoided as they tend to collect moisture in the centre, causing the
stamens to form a black, mouldy lump.
Of particular interest to collectors are the anemone-flowered hellebores, in which
the nectaries in the centre of the plant are intentionally mutated to become a large
attractive ruff around the central boss. Originally produced by crossing single
flowered hellebores with doubles, attempts to breed this flower type yield variable
and sometimes disappointing results. Some have irregular, ugly or insubstantial
ruffling, or are simply singles or doubles like their parents. Occasionally, however,
a superb flower is generated, which makes all the hours of hard work worthwhile;
anemone-flowered hellebores are a thing of fascination, a floral work of art which
connoisseurs find irresistible.
Many of Lorna’s hellebores combine several features in one plant: pink and white
picotee petals may occur on a double-flowered variety with huge blooms and a
statuesque habit, for example. As I admired a particularly floriferous white
double, Lorna explained that she was breeding for more of a ‘clawed’ shape
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there, with the petals curving into the
centre of the flower. Double-flowered
hellebores have one significant
disadvantage which is their lack of nectar
for pollinators; with the nectaries
transformed into petals, the flower
produces pollen but no nectar.
Smaller flowered hellebore varieties are
often hybrids of H. torquatus, originally
found growing wild in the Balkans. This
plant, with single purple and green petals
and a white collar, was used to produce

Lorna Jones at the nursery

Slate-purple double
Primrose-yellow single

Ruffled white double with
purple spotting

Pink and white picotee anemoneflowered variety with veining
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the very first dark-flowered hybrids with H. orientalis. A double-flowered H.
torquatus named ‘Dido’ (also found in the wild), although dowdy in colour, became
the subject for much hybridising, the progeny’s sumptuous flowers bearing little
resemblance to those of its parents.
As Lorna and I talked about the hellebores, it became evident that there were
quite a number of restrictions involved in the breeding programme. Preferring to
use only her own plant material limits the gene pool, and that is compounded by
the fact that certain colours may only be crossed with each other; as Lorna
explained, trying to hybridise a purple with a yellow results in only muddy shades.
Pinks and whites may be crossed with each other, including patterned-petal
varieties; yellows may only be crossed with yellows, apricot pinks or whites; reds
work with pinks, and slate blue is a genetically recessive colour so may disappear
altogether if crossed with a robust purple, for example. Most of the time, parent
plants of the same colour are used, in order to produce a more predictable result.
One of the less common hellebore colours available at the nursery is yellow. The
quest for a deep, luminous yellow is something which has preoccupied hellebore
breeders for some years but genetically the yellows tend towards paler, creamier
shades rather than the holy grail of intense rich gold. Personally, I prefer the
paler yellows in the garden in spring; they combine well with slate-blue/purple
hellebores, purple-flowered Viola labradorica and bright blue scillas. Lorna’s
yellow hellebores have large, clear primrose-coloured flowers and some are
beautifully spotted within with delicate purple freckles.
According to Lorna, successful hybridising is simply a matter of timing. On
hellebores, the stigma is receptive long before the anthers shed pollen - to
encourage cross pollination - so the ideal time to pollinate is just before a bud
begins to open. On single-flowered types, this is when a small opening starts to
appear at the tip of the petals. This ensures that no insect pollinators will have
reached the flower first, and avoids the need to cover the flower with an insectproof bag as the flower will be fertilised long before the first bee gains access.
Pollen can be transferred with a small paintbrush, but this needs to be cleaned in
meths if more than one cross is to be carried out.
A piece of soft wool is then tied around the stem for identification, and a record
made of the cross. Lorna keeps a book of all the crosses she makes, and when
they flower she makes a note of those that are most successful. Seed ripens
during May and should be collected just before the pods open, then sown
immediately. Hellebore reproductive parts are large and easy to identify, making
them the ideal subject for beginners. Seedlings usually take 2-3 years to flower.
I wondered whether, if she produced an outstanding plant, Lorna might consider
using micro-propagation to raise it commercially. She was open to the idea in
principal, but explained that dividing hellebores results in loss of vigour so cloning
methods may mean these particular plants take a long time to recover from the
process, if they ever do. Curiously, mutations can occur during the process of
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micro-prop, so there is no guarantee that the ‘clones’ would accurately resemble
the original plant in any case. It is obvious, too, that for Lorna the real joy of
breeding hellebores is in the revelation of a bud opening for the first time to reveal
a previously unseen combination of characteristics. Anticipating the possibility of
something really special, and taking hellebores into new and exciting territory is
what her passion is all about.
After years of selective breeding and expertise, Lorna’s hybridising produces few
mediocre hellebores these days. Those which don’t sell are given to charity plant
sales, and hardly any end up on the compost heap. In years gone by, Hopleys in
Much Hadham hosted Hellebore Days for the nursery but it was always difficult to
predict when the plants would be at their best, so now Lorna opens the nursery
for business on Wednesdays and Saturdays throughout February and March.
www.herts-hellebore.co.uk
Marion Jay
Photographs: Bill Hodgson
Hertfordshire Hellebores
Green Farm Lane, Levens Green, Nr. Ware, SG11 1HD
Tel: 01920 438458 or Mob: 07528 164667 (please use on open days only)
Opening times: Sats & Weds only, 10am - 4pm. February 4th - March 28th
Directions: From East: A10, junc with A120, follow sign for Colliers End then
direct R signed Levens Green. In village, follow sign saying ‘Hellebores’ on R.
From West: Exit A1 junc 7 onto A602. Follow A602 approx 5 miles. Take L turning
signed Dane End. After Dane End village, take 2nd R turn, signed Levens Green.

Electronic Communication
Providing us with your email address enables us to keep in touch with you
between newsletters, with information about garden open days and other events
of interest. Your address will not be passed on to any third parties.
If you are happy to access the twice-yearly Newsletter by downloading it as a
PDF from the Herts HPS website instead of receiving hard copy, please do let us
know. It saves the group money on printing costs and is just as good if not better,
as there are extra photographs available to view online for which space in the
Newsletter does not allow. For more information on e-communication, or to opt
for the PDF Newsletter, please contact Bill Hodgson (details inside back page).

Subscription Renewals
Have you paid your subscription? A reminder is enclosed with this newsletter for
those who are overdue. No further reminders will be issued.
Please note that membership of the National HPS is a requirement for continued
membership of a Local Group.
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Diary of an Open Garden
On 1st June 2014, Herts HPS member Jacqueline Turner courageously opened
her garden to HHPS members. In the run-up to the event, Jacqueline kept a
journal detailing the ‘delights and traumas’ of her preparations.
October 2013
To my surprise (and a bit of horror) David Singleton announces that he has
suggested to the Committee that I might open my garden in 2014. Oh really?
Well, I might. Oh all right then, I will. I then made it very clear to Mr. Singleton
that if I got in a panic, he would be the one organising the working party.
November 2013
Clearing up a bit before the winter. Leaving most tops on for frost protection and
for wildlife, I came across the rather large clump of stinging nettles at the back of
a border. Mmmm - shall I dig them out or will visitors realise that they’re there for
a reason? They bring in a host of butterflies in the summer. My amateur
lepidopterist brother-in-law was impressed to identify 10 different species in one
afternoon. They’ll be Hardy Planters; of course they’ll realise why stinging nettles
are allowed, and there will only be the one clump. Decision made - they stay.
December 2013/January 2014 and February 2014
Christmas and Grandma duties and horrid weather means garden looks after
itself.
March 2014
Must get out there and start the grand Spring clear up. Not a hard winter so I
could have cleared up in the Autumn rather than leave tops on for protection.
Horror at the carpet of ground elder which thinks it can take over the right hand
bed. June 1st doesn’t seem very far away.
April 2014
Clearance and tidying and improving going apace but I still haven’t tackled that
enormous spread of ground elder and can’t spray it with roundup because it is
growing through many of the plants – they will have to be lifted, ground elder
roots removed, and replanted.
May 2014
Beginning to panic about the right hand bed; haven’t even started it but as
daughter points out, everywhere else is looking as though a gardener has been at
work. So...finally tackle that major task.
Great relief that all is ready one week before the due date.
Would I do it again, if asked? Yes, I probably would. The garden has looked
good all summer because of the major effort in the spring and I work best to
deadlines AND it was so lovely to share my garden with so many friends.
Jacqueline Turner
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Just Off Out For a Walk…
Winter is the season which exposes the garden’s bare bones, drawing the eye to
structural elements which, inconspicuous amid the abundant distractions of
showy summer flowers, come into their own at this time of year. Evergreens
provide luxuriant foliage and excellent cover for wildlife, but there are many
shrubs with vividly coloured bark or sweetly scented blossoms which bring a quiet
beauty to the winter border.
Between Christmas and New Year, Bill and I visited the gardens at Anglesey
Abbey in Cambridgeshire, a place we know well. It was a cold, bright day and
families were thronging to see some colour amid the frost. The Winter Walk,
conceived in 1996, has been designed specifically with the colder months in mind,
and has an impressive range of coloured-stemmed shrubs and trees massed
either side of the winding path. The Golden Willow, Salix alba ‘Vitellina’,
displayed its branches of startling sunset orange against the bright blue sky.
Sealing-wax red stems of Cornus alba ‘Sibirica’ contrasted beautifully with
powdery-white Rubus thibetanus ‘Silver Fern’, and Cornus sericea ‘Flaviramea’
erupted in thickets of satiny, Granny Smith-green shoots. It was heartening to
see a grandmother stooping to explain the idea of coloured stems and peeling
bark to her grand-daughter; perhaps a gardener of the future in the making?
These glowing stems are only possible because of techniques employed by the
gardeners. Intense colour occurs on new wood, so stooling or coppicing (cutting
growth back to or near ground level) in March is necessary to encourage a fresh
supply each year. Cornus may be trimmed to within 10 - 30cm of the ground,
rubus to ground level itself. It is important that young shrubs be allowed a couple
of years to establish before coppicing, because they will need reserves of
strength to recover from the process, and the application of a general fertiliser
after pruning is advisable. Ideal for smaller gardens, this type of pruning keeps
the plant’s growth in check, maintaining a manageable sized, well-shaped shrub.
It can also promote larger leaves, and is often used to this effect with forest
pansy, Cercis canadensis, and the foxglove tree, Paulownia tomentosa.
Red-stemmed Cornus alba ‘Aurea’ (AGM), if coppiced in March, is just as
attractive in summer as winter; growing to about 4 ft, with large lime-green leaves,
it is best grown in semi-shade to avoid leaf bleaching. It combines well with
jewel-coloured summer flowers such as Geranium ‘Patricia’ and Agastache ‘Black
Adder’. C. alba ‘Elegantissima’ (AGM) adds summer interest with its green and
white variegated foliage, ideal in a hazy border of soft-coloured flowers such as
lavender-hued Perovskia atriplicifolia and rosy pink Astrantia ‘Roma’. C. alba
‘Baton Rouge’, a fairly new introduction, has intensely bright pinky-red stems and
a more compact habit than some, with good purple-pink autumn foliage which
contrasts well with late-flowering asters. One of my personal favourites is C. alba
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‘Kesselringii’, with dark purple stems and purple-green leaves; it is less
flamboyant than its relations, yet remarkably striking against white-barked birch.
One exception to the stooling advice is Cornus ‘Midwinter Fire’, which tends to
sulk if pruned hard, and responds better if taken back by no more than a third or
so each spring, or simply trimmed accordingly whenever it outgrows its space.
A combination which caught my eye along the
Winter Walk was a ‘glade’ planting of three species;
Acer griseum (AGM), Viburnum x bodnantense
‘Dawn’ (AGM) and Euonymus ‘Silver Queen’. The
russet, papery curls of the acer trunks rose above
solid, low clouds of green-and-white variegated
euonymus, and perfumed, blush-pink viburnum
blossom clusters held on crossed, twiggy stems
caught the slanting sunlight between. The more I
looked at the composition, the more atmospheric it
seemed to become. Further along the path, the
winter light showed off the shiny chestnut-coloured
trunk of a mature Prunus serrula to great effect,
and Corylus avellana ‘Contorta’ (AGM), the
corkscrew hazel, demonstrated its most attractive
quality as catkins bedecked its rococo stems. The
foliage of the corkscrew hazel is so ugly in summer,
Acer griseum
with its twisted, diseased-looking leaves, that I have
given it the heave-ho from my garden but I still enjoy seeing its playfully curlicue
branches elsewhere in winter.
Many of the best scents in the garden are produced by winter-flowering shrubs.
They’re just the thing to give us
gardeners a boost when we pop out for
an hour’s leaf-clearing on a bright day.
Unfortunately, some of the most fragrant
are untidy in habit and don’t add
anything to the garden during the rest of
the year. I’m thinking of Lonicera x
purpusii ‘Winter Beauty’ (AGM) in
particular, which bears the most
deliciously scented creamy-white
flowers from December onwards but
looks like a shapeless jumble of flimsy
stems in July. No problem if you have a
wild area in your garden, but difficult to
Corylus avellana ‘Contorta’, the
get away with in the average-sized plot.
Corkscrew Hazel
Other winter stars, however, can really
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earn their keep, providing a solid backdrop
to the flamboyant summer border, with
attractive foliage and valuable autumn
colour to boot. Viburnum x bodnantense
is one of these, and the variety V. x
bodnantense ‘Charles Lamont’ (AGM) is a
winner, with bronzed new foliage in spring,
green to bronze autumn colour and palepink hyacinth-scented clusters of flowers
from dark pink buds from October through
to spring. Its upright habit makes it
suitable for smaller gardens. In summer it
Viburnum bodnantense
stands its ground as a foil for rich cerise
‘Charles Lamont’
Cosmos ‘Dazzler’, fronted by plum-foliaged
sedums or heucheras for a long season of
colour. Another super-fragrant variety is V.
farreri ‘Candidissimum’ (AGM), its pure white flowers produced for two months or
more from January onwards. With fresh foliage emerging copper, it has value as
a backdrop for tulips and wallflowers in spring.
I noticed Chimonanthus praecox ‘Luteus’ (AGM) beginning to flower in the Winter
Walk and was blown away by its scent, which is gloriously complex and spicy.
The oriental-looking, waxy, bell-like yellow
flowers of wintersweet hang along bare
stems and are said to be fairly frost-hardy,
recovering well after a chill. Chimonanthus
has a reputation for taking some years to
reach flowering age but I reckon it’s worth
the wait. In summer, Chimonanthus brings
solid green structure to the garden and has
a pleasing, domed shape. It is easy to
grow in any well-drained soil, from acid to
alkaline, but does particularly well given
the shelter of a house wall.
Chimonanthus praecox ‘Luteus’
That old stalwart, sweet box, was also in
evidence throughout Anglesey Abbey’s gardens. Sarcococca hookeriana var.
digyna is a good plant for dry shade, and the variety ‘Purple Stem’ has the
advantage of richly flushed young stems. I prefer the look of Sarcococca
ruscifolia, with its tidier habit and very glossy leaves which add interest to the
garden all year round. Both pump out clouds of honeyed perfume which drift a
long way across the garden on still winter days and look wonderful surrounded by
pools of snowdrops. I have planted sarcococca near a beech hedge where little
else will grow, alongside a group of that prehistoric-looking fern, Dryopteris
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wallichiana, clumps of Bowles’ golden grass and white aquilegias, a combination
which always lifts my spirits in late spring.
Daphnes are one of the choicest plants for winter scent. Everyone has their own
favourite, and mine is Daphne odora ‘Aureomarginata’. Valuable all year round
for its cream-edged evergreen foliage, it becomes a true star in late January when
its waxy, pink flowers unfurl and fill the air with the scent of roses. At about 60cm
high, it contrasts well with dusky-purple hellebores and Ophiopogon planiscapus
‘Nigrescens’, the black lilyturf. I have grown D. odora ‘Aureomarginata’ for years,
having bought my first for £1.50 at a boot sale, and gave one to my Mum too, who
loves daphnes. It rewarded her affection by spreading to an enormous size,
which I found pleasing and frustrating in equal measure as mine have always
been comparatively reticent.
The earliest daphne to flower is D. bholua ‘Darjeeling’, which can even come into
bloom before Christmas, given a sheltered position. D. bholua varieties tend to
grow to around 3 metres tall and usually have semi-evergreen foliage. D. bholua
‘Jacqueline Postill’ (AGM) is a traditional favourite, with beautiful clusters of pinkylilac, cinnamon-citrus scented flowers, but its foliage can become yellowed and
tattered with age whereas, according to Karen Junker of Junker’s Nursery, the
superior hybrid D. bholua ‘Peter Smithers’ has similar flowers but its evergreen
parentage means its foliage lasts well all year round. Daphnes resent root
disturbance and pruning can cause die-back, so careful consideration must be
given to position when planting. Their deep-rooting habit makes them generally
unsuitable for pots, except for D. cnoreum and alpine types. They prefer a
sheltered, semi-shaded site with good light and a reasonable, well-drained soil.
With all winter-scented shrubs, it’s advisable not to plant different species too
close to one another. Scent is a complex thing and they rarely mix well, so
consider allocating one type to a particular area and repeating it therein, if you
have the space. Some of these plants are commonplace and may be easily
dismissed when planning a border, but they truly pay dividends all year round if
you give them a second look.
The crowning glory of the Winter Walk is the birch grove at the end, where a
forked path divides three beds closely planted with Betula utilis var. jacquemontii.
This grove has a magical quality, a sort of ‘here be unicorns’ atmosphere. The
silky white trunks have become quite muscular after almost 20 years, yet the
filigree branchlets above still retain that transcendent delicacy of the
Scandinavian forest. Underplanted with burgundy-leaved bergenias, the birch
grove is proof of the breathtaking effect of simplicity in design. As I stood there
lost in thought, my reverie was suddenly broken by a small boy yelping ‘Giddyup,
Grandpa!’ as he rode piggyback across the glade. I can only hope Grandpa has
the number of a decent osteopath.
Text and Photographs - Marion Jay
Additional Photographs - Bill Hodgson
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Events Programme 2015
All talks start at 2pm.
7th March
Dr Julian Sutton - ‘Herbaceous Berberidaceae’
Julian Sutton runs the very aptly named nursery ‘Desirable Plants’ in Totnes,
Devon, which ‘specialises in herbaceous perennials, the choice, the interesting
and the offbeat’. The herbaceous Berberidaceae group includes delicious plants
like Epimedium, Jeffersonia and Podophyllum, varieties of which will be on sale.
www.desirableplants.com

4th April
Brian Ellis - ‘Foliage First’
Brian runs Avondale nursery, near Coventry, which holds National Collections for
Aster novae-angliae (the ones that don’t get mildew!), Sanguisorba and Anemone
nemerosa as well as growing many other interesting perennials and grasses.
This talk demonstrates the importance of foliage and texture when planning a
border, illustrated by photographs taken in the Library Garden at Avondale.
www.avondalenursery.co.uk

Saturday 18th April 10-12 noon - Seedling Swap
Address: Willowdale, 6 East Mount, Wheathampstead, AL4 8JB.
David and Jane Singleton have kindly offered to host the annual Seedling Swap
this year. Everyone welcome. See p.3 for more information.

Sunday 17th May 2-4pm - Members’ Open Garden: free entry
Address: The Abbots House, 10 High Street, Abbots Langley, WD5 0AR
Sue and Peter Tomson’s 1¾-acre garden contains unusual trees, shrubs, mixed
borders with interesting colour combinations, a scented garden, sunken garden,
pond, Oast House and many Himalayan plants. Highlights in May include
unusual, ruby red flowered climber, Schisandra rubriflora; the Calico Bush, Kalmia
latifolia, and the Snowdrop Tree, Halesia carolina. Light refreshments provided.
Directions: 5m NW of Watford. M25, J20, take A4251 signed Kings Langley. R
at r'about, R at T-junction, under railway bridge. Park in free village car park.

Friday 29th May 6-9pm - Plant delivery, sorting and pricing
Homewood Road United Reformed Church Hall, St Albans, AL1 4BH (Corner
of Sandpit Lane and Homewood Road).
Please bring any spare plants you’d like to donate to the Grand Plant Sale. See
p.3 for full details.
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Events Programme 2015
Saturday 30th May 10-12 noon - Annual Grand Plant Sale
Homewood Road Church Hall, St Albans, AL1 4BH
Helpers required from 9am at the Church Hall. Last-minute donations are
welcome before the Sale begins. See p.3 for full details.

Sunday 7th June 2-4pm - Members’ Open Garden: free entry
The White House, Park Lane, Old Knebworth, SG3 6PR
David and Hazel Deacon have recently moved back to the UK from Belgium.
Their new 1/3 acre garden has a backbone of interesting shrubs but certain areas
need redesigning, so advice on layout & plant combinations from members would
be welcome. Useful to have an idea of numbers so contact Bill Hodgson (details
inside back page) if intending to visit. Light refreshments provided.
Directions: Exit A1 junc.7 onto A602. R at 2nd r’about (Monkswood Way). Cont
straight (B197). R 1st r’about. R 2nd r’about (Station Rd). Cross next r’about. R
turn to Station App’ch. Cont straight (Park La), over A1. House on L: park nearby.

3rd October
Neil Lucas - ‘Go Large: Gardening the American Way’
With fabulous natural landscapes for their inspiration, often on a massive scale,
American gardeners have created a mix of gardens that rival those of any other
gardening nation. Having travelled across the USA, Neil takes a look at some of
the wonderful landscapes and gardens he encountered along the way.
Neil Lucas is the owner of Knoll Gardens & Nursery, specialising in ornamental
grasses, and holder of ten Chelsea Gold Medals. www.knollgardens.co.uk

7th November - AGM, followed by Member’s Talk:
Judy Barker - ‘Hardy Border Chrysanthemums’
As a member of the Trials Committee at Wisley and holder of the Plant Heritage
National Collection of Hardy Chrysanthemums, Herts Group member Judy Barker
is an acknowledged expert. After a short talk explaining why these plants are
hardy when other chrysanthemums aren’t, and giving tips on cultivation, Judy will
take questions from the floor.
www.gardenchrysanthemums.org.uk

5th December
Stefan White - ‘Skulduggery in the Shrubbery’
Stefan White will relate the intriguing story of the Tradescants, father and son,
who were master plantsmen and gardeners to the aristocracy during the reigns of
James I and his successor Charles I. The talk describes the fascinating ups and
downs in the life of these 17th Century pioneers who were widely-travelled plant
hunters, collectors of curiosities and founders of the world’s first museum.
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Committee

Please see the Committee page on the website for details of the committee.

Meetings
Indoor meetings start at 2pm, and are held at the Wheathampstead Memorial Hall
on Marford Road, Wheathampstead, AL4 8AY.
Visitors are very welcome and are asked to contribute £5 per visit.
Tea and a cake costs £1 (tea only 50p). If you are able to offer help by serving tea
or baking a cake please contact Linda Williams on 01582 832361.

The opinions expressed by contributors to the Newsletter are not necessarily
endorsed by the HPS.
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HHPS Member Jacqueline’s Turner’s Open Garden, June 2014

Jacqueline (left) shows Herts HPS visitors her summer garden

Borders filled with oriental poppies, lupins
and aquilegias surround the lawn

Heather hadn’t heard the
one about the vicar’s prizewinning cucumber…

Photographs: Bill Hodgson

